I. INTRODUCTION
Breaking the translation or inversion symmetry at the interface of oxide heterostructures may lead to unexpected and novel phenomena, a prominent example being the formation of a two-dimensional electron system (2DES) at the interface between TiO 2 -terminated SrTiO 3 (STO) and a heteroepitaxial LaAlO 3 (LAO) thin film at and above a critical overlayer thickness of four unit cells (uc) [1, 2] . While oxygen defects [3] or cation intermixing [4, 5] have been suggested as possible origin of the 2DES, the most discussed explanation is electronic reconstruction driven by the polar discontinuity between the nonpolar STO and the polar LAO overlayer [6] . In this scenario, the built-in potential within the LAO film is compensated by a transfer of electrons from the surface to the interface, where according to density-functional theory a potential trough forms as the STO conduction band minimum (CBM) bends below the chemical potential [7] [8] [9] [10] . The otherwise empty Ti 3d-derived quantum well states become populated by the electronic reconstruction mechanism and form the 2DES with a width of only a few unit cells [11, 12] .
Recently, a new type of 2DES at the interface between perovskite STO and a heteroepitaxial spinel γ -Al 2 O 3 (GAO) thin film has been reported [13, 14] . Electron mobilities exceeding those hitherto observed in all-perovskite heterostructures by more than one order of magnitude are obtained, thus showing promise for future applications in all-oxide devices or mesoscopic physics with strongly correlated electrons. Similar to LAO/STO, a critical thickness behavior for interface conductivity is found in GAO/STO heterostructures, which also exhibit a polar discontinuity at the interface between the nonpolar STO and the polar GAO overlayer. Accordingly, one would expect the existence of a potential gradient within the overlayer, as well as a potential trough on the STO side of the interface.
Hard x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPES) is a suitable tool to investigate the electronic properties of oxide heterostructures due to its high probing depth and interface sensitivity. It provides detailed information of both the film and the substrate [12] and is in principle capable of detecting a built-in potential, as shown for other polar oxide heterostructures [15] . In this paper, we present a comprehensive analysis of the band arrangement at the GAO/STO heterointerface as inferred from HAXPES measurements. Based on a detailed analysis of core-level spectra, we address the questions of a band bending within the GAO thin film as well as the STO substrate. Moreover, the band alignment between GAO and STO is deduced independently from core level and valence band spectra. Finally, an estimate for the spatial electron confinement at the interface is obtained from Ti core level spectra.
II. EXPERIMENT
The HAXPES experiment was performed at the crystal monochromator beamline KMC-1 of the third-generation storage ring BESSY II, Berlin, using the HIKE end station [16, 17] . Spectra were taken at a photon energy of 3 keV with a total energy resolution of E ≈ 500 meV. Binding energies were calibrated with reference to the Au Fermi edge and/or Au 4f core level at 84.0 eV.
GAO/STO samples with conducting interfaces (overlayer thicknesses 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, and 22 uc) were prepared by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) as described elsewhere [13] . Film growth was monitored by reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED). The oxygen partial pressure and substrate temperature were set to 1 × 10 −4 mbar and 600
• C, respectively. All samples were contacted with conductive silver paint to ensure good electrical contact between the interfacial 2DES and the sample holder to prevent charging during photoemission.
All heterostructures were measured at different emission angles θ = 10
• , . . . ,50
• with respect to the surface normal. By going to larger emission angles, the effective electron escape length decreases as λ eff = λ cos θ , thereby increasing interface sensitivity. As reference samples for bulk STO and GAO spectra, we used a bare Nb-doped STO substrate (0.5 wt.%) and a thick GAO film (22 uc, approximately 18 nm), respectively. The former was measured at θ = 10
• to increase bulk sensitivity, whereas the latter was measured at θ = 40
• to eliminate any signal from the substrate. All samples were transported in an desiccator and were measured at room temperature without further surface preparation.
III. RESULTS
A. Polar discontinuity at the interface and potential gradient in γ -Al 2 O 3
While Al 2 O 3 is a widely used oxide with a thermodynamically stable α phase of the corundum type, nanoscale synthesis can result in the formation of the spinel γ phase due to its lower surface energy [18] . The cubic spinel unit cell with stoichiometry AB 2 O 4 is made up of 32 oxygen anions in a cubic close-packed arrangement and 24 cations, of which the 16 B cations are placed in octahedral and the 8 A cations in tetrahedral interstices [ Fig. 1(a) ].
As is the case for the perovskite structure, in the ionic limit the spinel structure can be interpreted as stacking of atomic layers. The unit cell consists of eight layers, alternately occupied by either octahedral or tetrahedral cations, as depicted in Fig. 1 (b) . Due to the absence of oxygen anions in tetrahedral layers, they are not charge neutral. According to the classification by Tasker [19] , like LAO, GAO is a polar type 3 crystal with nonvanishing electric dipole moment in [001] direction.
Since the polar discontinuity at the LAO/STO interface is deemed to play an important role in the emergence of the conducting interface, the question arises whether the strength of polarity in γ -Al 2 O 3 is comparable. Here, Al ions adopt the A and B cation sites of the spinel structure. Writing the stoichiometry in standard spinel notation, Al 3−δ O 4 with δ = 1 3 , reveals that GAO adopts a defect-spinel structure [20] . Whether these cation vacancies preferably adopt one of the cation sites has been discussed controversially [20] [21] [22] and strongly affects the potential buildup inside the material. From simple electrostatics, taking into account layer spacings and neglecting all other material properties (e.g., the dielectric constant), one obtains the same nominal potential buildup as in LAO for cation vacancies exclusively in tetrahedral sites. For vacancies only in octahedral cation sites a 1.5 times larger potential buildup is expected.
A built-in polar field and thus the presence of a potential gradient would have several consequences, which are in principle spectroscopically observable by HAXPES [15] . First, the O 2p-derived film valence band states will be pushed towards (and above) the chemical potential. Thus, spectral weight should be observable at and below the chemical potential due to the occupied states in the GAO layer. Second, all atomic film core levels will track the potential slope, resulting in asymmetrically broadened and shifted spectra. Furthermore, the built-in field is reduced for film thicknesses larger than the critical thickness due to charge transfer from the surface towards the interface. A distinct film thickness dependence is thus expected for the film core level peak shapes, caused by the reduced relative energy shift per film layer [23] .
Figure 2(a) shows the valence band spectrum of a 2.5 uc GAO/STO heterostructure. The valence band maximum (VBM) is determined from the intersection of a linear fit of the valence band edge with the zero-intensity baseline to lie at ≈3.5 eV [24] . No spectral O 2p valence band weight is found in the gap or at the chemical potential, thus indicating the absence of a potential gradient within the GAO film. The absence of spectral weight from interfacial Ti 3d charge carriers is due to the very small Ti 3d photoionization cross section for hard x rays [25, 26] .
Additionally, Al core level spectra were measured for all heterostructures. Figure 2(b) shows the Al 1s spectra of four heterostructures with different GAO thicknesses measured at an emission angle θ = 50
• . The spectral shape is identical for all samples, as observed for all film core levels. Furthermore, in Fig. 2 (c) emission angle-dependent measurements, varying the probing depth from approximately 45-30Å, show no sign of any asymmetry or spectral change, thus evidencing the flatband behavior inside the film.
All spectroscopic findings are at variance with the sizable potential gradient in the film expected from the standard electronic reconstruction scenario. Similar observations have been made for other polar oxide heterostructures. In particular, the related heterostructure LAO/STO does not show a potential gradient as inferred from HAXPES [5, 23, [27] [28] [29] [30] .
B. Band bending in SrTiO 3
The influence of a potential bending inside the STO substrate in vicinity of the interface has been studied intensively by theory. For LAO/STO at and beyond the critical thickness, density-functional theory (DFT) calculations predict a bending of the conduction band minimum of more than 500 meV, thus forming a potential trough reaching below the chemical potential within the first five STO layers (T = 0 K) [7, 9, 31] . The resulting Ti 3d-derived quantum-well states become populated and form the narrow interfacial 2DES [6, 12, 32] .
An experimental verification of the band bending is possible by means of HAXPES, since the binding energies of all substrate core levels as a function of depth z below the interface trace the potential bending, thus leading to asymmetric line shapes as depicted in Fig. 3 . The line shape of a given core level peak results from a superposition of the energy-shifted spectra of atoms within the bending zone [following the bent potential E bb (z)] and the contribution of atoms in the bulk (at fixed binding energy). The relative intensities of all superposed core level spectra are determined by a Beer-Lambert law. A variation of the emission angle θ alters the effective probing depth and thus the ratio of the photoemission signals from bending zone and unaffected bulk, which manifests itself in a varying degree of asymmetry.
To receive as accurate results as possible, a refined background correction taking into account the complex electron and shifted in energy according to the bent potential E bb (z). The resulting line shape is a superposition of a number of spectra from the bending zone and the sum of all remaining core level spectra at the bulk binding energy. The GAO overlayer only accounts for an overall damping factor, which does not affect the line shape.
energy loss spectrum of STO [33] was performed to obtain the intrinsic spectra (for details see Supplemental Material [34] ). The resulting emission angle-dependent Sr 3d and Ti 2p 3/2 spectra of a 3.0 uc GAO/STO sample are shown in Fig. 4 (bottom). All spectra are normalized to same integrated peak area and systematically show a growing asymmetry towards higher binding energy with increasing emission angle θ . The Ti 2p 3/2 core level spectra further exhibit a slight shoulder at lower binding energy [see Fig. 4(b) , inset], which is assigned to the chemically shifted photoemission from Ti 3+ ions at the interface and will be matter of discussion in Sec. III D. Note that the Ti 2p 1/2 core level is not suitable for an analysis since it always shows an asymmetry due to multiplet splitting. Additionally, Fig. 4 (top) shows difference spectra of the respective core levels, where an emission angle of 10
• corresponding to maximum bulk sensitivity is chosen as reference spectrum. The sizable and systematic effect of the asymmetric broadening due to band bending at the interface is highlighted.
For a more quantitative analysis, a simple model is introduced. The emission from core levels is assumed to be localized at the respective cation sites in ideal stoichiometric samples with bulk lattice constant a. Taking into account the exponential damping of the photoelectron signal, the layer-dependent emission intensity can be described as
n , where n indicates the emitting layer and I 0 is the undamped emission intensity per layer. Note that I 0 can be considered constant for all layers, since the x-ray penetration depth exceeds the photoelectron attenuation length by approximately two orders of magnitude [35] . The ratio between bulk and bending zone intensity is determined by the effective inelastic mean-free path λ eff = λ IMFP cos θ , which implicitly includes the angle of emission θ and the inelastic mean-free path λ IMFP . While θ is known from experiment, λ IMFP is obtained from the TPP2 relation applied to STO [36] . Note that the γ -Al 2 O 3 overlayer only leads to an overall damping of the entire signal and hence does not influence the line shape.
In light of the only subtle effects in the asymmetric core level spectra, a phenomenological model for the bent potential 165118-3 E bb (z) is introduced instead of a more thorough treatment involving a self-consistent solution of the Poisson-Schrödinger equation. As approximation, a bent potential of the form
2 for 0 < z < d and 0 elsewhere is used, which is parametrized by its depth E bb and spatial expansion d as depicted in Fig. 3 . Each atomic layer n is assumed to emit an identical symmetric Voigt spectrum, shifted by E bb (z = na) and damped according to I (z = na).
Since the band-bending effects are subtle, no reliable values for E bb and d can be deduced from the analysis of single spectra. For this reason, a global fitting scheme is employed to consistently and simultaneously fit all measured spectra, i.e., the Sr 3d and Ti 2p 3/2 spectra for four GAO film thicknesses (1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 uc) and four emission angles (10 • , 20
• , 35
• , 50
• ), amounting to 48 fit peaks (and 288 independent parameters) in total. In physically reasonable cases constraints are introduced to specific parameters, which set them as equal for all/some spectra, e.g., the Gaussian and Lorentzian full width at half maximum (FWHM) for each core level or E bb and d for one and the same sample, thus reducing the number of independent parameters to 47 (approximately one per measured spectrum). Due to the consistency in the global fitting scheme, well-founded conclusions can be drawn about the band bending.
Exemplary fitting results for the Sr 3d and Ti 2p 3/2 spectra of a 3.0 uc GAO/STO heterostructure are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , respectively. The panels in Figs consistently reproduces the observed systematic trend. While small deviations are due to the simplified assumption of a parabolic potential, the exact functional shape of the potential does not influence our results within experimental accuracy.
The results of the quantitative analysis are shown in Table I . The spatial expansion of the bending zone into the substrate d amounts to approximately 1.5 nm, corresponding to 3-5 unit cells of STO, and is essentially independent of the GAO overlayer thickness. The potential trough depth E bb is of the order of 600 meV and shows a decreasing trend towards the critical thickness d c = 1.5 uc. While also discernible in the raw data, this trend is only feeble and at the resolution limit of this approach, which is reflected in the estimated experimental uncertainty of 150 meV.
C. Band alignment at the interface
Due to its sensitivity to both the film and the substrate, HAXPES is a suitable tool to determine the relative alignment of the valence band maxima (VBM) on both sides of the interface, i.e., the valence band offset E VB . Experimentally, two independent methods are available, the first of which is based on a decomposition of the heterostructure valence band spectrum into its contributions from substrate and overlayer. For this purpose, the measured spectrum is fit by a superposition of the GAO and STO bulk valence bands, with the relative energetic shift and intensity as fitting parameters to be determined.
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show bulk reference spectra measured on a thick GAO film (22 uc) and a Nb-doped STO substrate. The respective valence band maximum (VBM) is determined from the intersection of a linear extrapolation of the leading edge and the constant background (gray dashed lines) [24, 37] . While both reference samples show a large band gap, the VBM of GAO lies significantly further below the chemical potential [VBM GAO = (4.7 ± 0.1) eV and VBM STO = (3.5 ± 0.1) eV]. Figure 7 (c) shows the decomposition of the valence band of a 2.5 uc GAO/STO heterostructure. The valence band clearly exhibits two features unambiguously related to substrate and overlayer. The resulting superposition shows excellent agreement with the measured spectrum. Note that, while having only minor effects on the results for E VB , the band bending determined in the previous section is included. The total photoemission signal from STO (thick green line) consists of a signal from the bulk (thin green) and the bending zone (thin gray). A detailed view of the determination of the valence band offset E VB by linear extrapolation of the leading edges is provided in the inset of Fig. 7(c) , while the results are shown in Table I .
Alternatively, the valence band offset E VB can be determined from a core level analysis. For each reference sample the energy separation of a core level with respect to the VBM needs to be measured. In the heterostructure, the valence bands align with a certain offset. However, the energy separation of core levels with respect to the VBM ( E STO/GAO ) does not change to a good approximation. Accordingly, the band offset can be derived from the energy separation of two core levels, one specific for the substrate and one for the film [38, 39] . Including the band gaps of GAO and STO, also the conduction band offset E CB is attainable:
The Sr 3d 5/2 and Al 2s spectra are used for the core level analysis. Since the peak position of the Sr 3d 5/2 spectrum is slightly affected by the band bending in the heterostructure, we use as bulk binding energy the value extracted from the band bending analysis in Sec. III B. The used experimental data values and the calculated values for the valence band offset E VB are summarized in Table I . Core level and valence band analysis yield consistent results for the valence band offset. The valence band offset E VB is of similar magnitude as the maximum band bending E bb (≈600 meV) and exhibits a similar decreasing trend towards the critical GAO overlayer thickness. Furthermore, the positive sign of E VB means that the VBM of STO is above that of GAO, corresponding to an interface of type I. This distinguishes GAO/STO from the case of LAO/STO, where the interface is found to be of type II [5, 28, 30, 40] .
D. Interfacial confinement of charge carriers
The conduction band of STO mainly arises from Ti 3d t 2g states, which become occupied in the potential trough at the GAO/STO interface. Since the direct investigation of the interfacial 2DES by HAXPES is hindered by the small photoabsorption cross section of Ti 3d states, an indirect analysis based upon Ti 2p core levels, which exhibit a three orders of magnitude higher cross section [25, 26] , is the method of choice. As shown in Ref. [13] by conventional x-ray photoemission spectroscopy, an additional electron in the Ti 3d shell leads to a valence shift from Ti 4+ to Ti 3+ , which manifests itself in a chemical shift towards lower binding energies in the Ti 2p core level photoemission. Figure 8(a) shows Ti 2p 3/2 spectra of the Nb-doped STO reference and a 2.0 uc GAO/STO sample. At higher binding energies the band bending causes an asymmetric broadening, while the chemically shifted Ti 3+ spectral weight is seen at the lower binding energy side (see inset) [12] .
The narrow confinement of the Ti 3d states is signaled by the angle dependence of the Ti 3+ /Ti 4+ intensity ratio, as, e.g., shown in Fig. 4(b) , inset. For a more quantitative analysis, a simple model is used [12] . The 2DES is assumed to extend into the substrate to a depth d 2DES . The Ti 3d electrons are homogeneously distributed in this region with a fraction p of Ti 3+ ions. Taking into account the exponential damping, the ratio of Ti 3+ to Ti 4+ signal as function of emission angle 
The ratio is determined from an analysis of the Ti 2p 3/2 spectra, as shown exemplarily in Fig. 6 . The resulting data points together with fit curves according to Eq. (3) for all samples are shown in Fig. 8(b) . Error bars representing an experimental uncertainty of ±10% are shown for one curve. Considerably less Ti 3+ spectral weight is found for the 1.5 uc GAO/STO sample in comparison to the other samples. Furthermore, a slightly enhanced Ti 3+ signal can be spotted for the 2.5 uc GAO/STO sample. Note that part of the Ti 3+ spectral weight may stem from localized Ti 3d charge carriers, trapped by oxygen vacancies [12] . The results of the quantitative analysis are summarized in Table II . While the two-dimensional charge carrier concentration n 2D = pd 2DES /a 3 is determined with good accuracy, only approximate parameter ranges can be appointed to the spatial extent d 2DES of the 2DES and the fraction p of Ti 3+ ions. For a detailed discussion of the fit accuracy and error sources, see Supplemental Material.
The obtained charge carrier concentrations are higher than those determined similarly for LAO/STO heterostructures by one order of magnitude [12] . The resulting spatial expansion of the 2DES in the range of 5-20Å is in agreement with the spatial expansion of the band bending d, which has been determined to be of the order of 15Å. The formation of the 2DES inside the potential trough, formed by the band bending, is thus corroborated.
IV. DISCUSSION
The band arrangement at the heterointerface between a heteroepitaxial GAO film and a STO substrate as derived from HAXPES measurements is summarized in Fig. 9 . The valence and conduction bands in STO are found to bend in vicinity of the interface. The maximum depth E bb of the band bending amounts to approximately 600 meV and extends by 3-5 unit cells into the substrate. At variance with the simple electronic reconstruction picture, no potential gradient is found inside the GAO overlayer. The relative band offset E VB between the flat GAO and the STO bulk band is ≈600 meV, about the same size as E bb , meaning that the bands are aligned at the interface. Published values for the band gap of STO show a rather large spread [41, 42] . The indirect and direct band gaps of STO, as measured by ellipsometry are 3.25 eV and 3.75 eV, respectively [42] . It has been pointed out, that, for PES, a better measure for the band gap is determined from the onset of interband excitation in photoelectron energy loss spectra from core level XPS, which yields (3.5 ± 0.1) eV [24] . Accordingly, the CBM of STO is found to be almost degenerate with the Fermi level in the bulk and bends below the chemical potential near the interface. Furthermore, due to its large band gap (≈7.9 eV) [20] , the CBM of GAO is above that of STO. Accordingly, in contrast to LAO/STO [15, 28, 30, 40] , the heterointerface between GAO and STO is found to be of type I.
The apparent absence of any potential gradient in the GAO film is at variance with the polar-catastrophe scenario, which predicts a potential buildup in the stoichiometric polar overlayer owing to the polar discontinuity at the heterointerface [1, 2] . Similar findings have been reported for LAO/STO heterostructures [23, 29, 30, 43] . Different scenarios have been introduced to account for these observations, of which photoinduced carriers, oxygen vacancies, and antisite defects will be discussed in the following.
It is well known that light-induced photocarriers with lifetimes of several hours strongly affect the electrical conductivity in LAO/STO heterostructures [44] . It thus stands to reason that similar effects may occur in the related GAO/STO heterostructure. During HAXPES high-energy electron-hole pair excitations are created as side effects of photoelectron emission. After a rapid thermalization into the conduction and valence band, electrons and holes may get spatially separated due to the polar field and accumulate at the interface and the LAO surface, respectively. The resulting out-of-equilibrium state may fully compensate the intrinsic potential gradient. Although no indications for this scenario could be found in case of LAO/STO [30] it cannot ultimately be ruled out here.
Alternative explanations for the flat-band behavior in LAO/STO have been proposed by theoretical studies, which consider a nonstoichiometric structure of overlayer and substrate. Several results point towards the formation of oxygen vacancies at the LAO surface, which become energetically favorable beyond a critical thickness [29, 31, [45] [46] [47] . Two electrons per (positively charged) oxygen vacancy remain, which can be transferred to the interface and counteract the polar field.
While the formation of oxygen vacancies offers an explanation for the apparent absence of a potential gradient above the critical overlayer thickness, the insignificant polar field in LAO films below the critical overlayer thickness is not accounted for [23] . Recently, a comprehensive mechanism based on the thermodynamically triggered formation of defects and antisite defects has been proposed [48] . While the origin of the 2DES at the n-type LAO/STO interface is also attributed to the formation of oxygen vacancies at the surface of LAO, the compensated potential below the critical LAO thickness is ascribed to Al-Ti antisite defects, which are furthermore held responsible for the formation of local magnetic moments and hence magnetism above the critical thickness [49] [50] [51] . In this picture, the emerging design principle for materials forming a 2DES comprises a polar discontinuity and the existence of donor defects with sufficiently low enthalpy of formation as well as a donor level higher in energy than the STO CBM, which may likely be met by GAO. A thorough theoretical investigation is needed to verify these assumptions and to draw further conclusions on this material.
The existence of oxygen vacancies at the STO side of the interface has been discussed as charge reservoir for the conducting interface in LAO/STO [3] . While such defects can contribute to the interfacial conductivity, an intrinsic carrier density of 1 × 10 13 − 3 × 10 13 charges/cm 2 remains after annealing at 600
• C in oxygen atmosphere, thereby healing out all oxygen vacancies [52] . In GAO/STO, however, annealing in oxygen removes the conductivity at even lower temperatures (200-300
• C), thus suggesting an important role of oxygen vacancies in STO for this system [13] . For this reason, emission angle-dependent O 1s core level spectra were measured for all heterostructures and bulk references of GAO and STO (see Supplemental Material). However, oxygen vacancies do not cause a direct spectroscopic signature in the oxygen core levels, which impedes a qualitative analysis. A quantitative analysis based on the lack of emitting oxygen atoms in the crystal structure is not possible, mainly due to the appearance of O 1s spectral weight caused by surface contaminants.
The O 2p-derived valence band structure has been thoroughly analyzed in Sec. III C and neither exhibits any spectral features traceable to oxygen vacancies. The direct observation of Ti 3d valence electrons due to oxygen vacancies and/or itinerant electrons forming the 2DES is impeded by the small photoionization cross section for HAXPES [53] . The role of oxygen defects and their relation to the appearance of a critical thickness in GAO/STO heterostructures remains to be further investigated.
V. SUMMARY
We have presented a detailed study of the band arrangement in GAO/STO heterostructures by using hard x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Our data reveal an apparent flat-band behavior in the GAO film, at variance with the expected potential gradient from the basic polar discontinuity scenario. Alternative explanations, considering the thermodynamically triggered formation of defects, are discussed with respect to the related LAO/STO heterostructure. An influence of photoninduced charge carriers leading to a nonequilibrium charge imbalance is discussed and cannot be ultimately excluded. Furthermore, we report a band bending inside the STO substrate, leading to the formation of a potential trough below the chemical potential with a depth of approximately 600 meV and a spatial expansion of roughly 3-5 unit cells of STO. The relative valence band offset at the interface is consistently determined to ≈600 meV by two independent methods, corresponding to aligned bands at the interface. In particular, and in contrast to LAO/STO, the GAO/STO interface is of type I. Finally, the spatial confinement of the 2DES is derived from the chemically shifted Ti 3+ 2p photoemission signal caused by interfacial Ti 3d electrons. The resulting confinement to only a few unit cells STO is in excellent agreement with the obtained potential trough dimensions.
